We develop a mathematical model for a three-phase free boundary problem in one dimension that involves the interactions between gas, water and ice. The dynamics are driven by melting of the ice layer, while the pressurized gas also dissolves within the meltwater. The model incorporates a Stefan condition at the water-ice interface along with Henry's law for dissolution of gas at the gas-water interface. We employ a quasi-steady approximation for the phase temperatures and then derive a series solution for the interface positions. A non-standard feature of the model is an integral free boundary condition that arises from mass conservation owing to changes in gas density at the gas-water interface, which makes the problem non-self-adjoint. We derive a two-scale asymptotic series solution for the dissolved gas concentration, which because of the non-self-adjointness gives rise to a Fourier series expansion in eigenfunctions that do not satisfy the usual orthogonality conditions. Numerical simulations of the original governing equations are used to validate the series approximations.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with a three-phase free boundary problem involving interactions between ice, liquid water, and air. The water-ice interface is driven by a melting process, while the gas-water interface is governed by dissolution of gas within the water phase. The primary phenomenon we are interested in capturing is the compression or expansion of gas that occurs in response to the motion of phase interfaces.
Free boundaries arise naturally in the study of phase change problems and have been the subject of extensive study in the applied mathematics literature [5, 8, 9, 11] . Mathematical models of free boundaries generally involve solving partial differential equations on some region(s), along with given boundary conditions on a portion of the boundary; however, part of the domain boundary remains unknown, and thus some additional relationship must be provided to determine the free boundary. A classical example is the Latest Revision: 1.5 (11 December 2013) . Printed: 11 December 2013.
Stefan problem for a solid-liquid interface [5] that describes a melting or solidification process. Here, the primary variable (temperature) is governed by the diffusion equation, while the speed of the solid-liquid interface is related to the difference in heat flux on either side, which is a statement of conservation of energy. Friedman [6] established wellposedness and regularity results for this melting problem, while Crank [5] and Carslaw and Jaeger [2] derived analytical solutions using Neumann's method for a variety of physical applications. A characteristic feature of all of these solutions is that the speed of the free boundary between the phases is proportional to t 1/2 , where t is elapsed time.
Another class of free boundary problems occurs in the study of dissolution and cavitation of gas bubbles immersed in fluid [18] . Friedman [7] studied the interface evolution for a spherically-symmetric gas bubble immersed in a water-filled container of infinite extent, and he proved existence, uniqueness and regularity of the solution. Keller [14] studied a similar problem and determined the conditions under which multiple gas bubbles are stable. In particular, he found that gas bubbles should either collapse or else grow indefinitely in an infinite medium. In a closed container, however, bubbles can reach a stable equilibrium state and he proved that the only stable solution is the one with a single bubble. This paper was originally motivated by a recent modelling study of sap exudation in sugar maple trees during the spring thaw [3] . This is the process whereby maple (and other related tree species) generate positive stem pressure that can cause sap to seep out of any hole bored in the tree trunk. In late winter there are no leaves to drive transpiration, and the maple tree's internal pressure generation mechanism is believed to derive from thawing of frozen sap within libriform fiber cells located in the sapwood or xylem [17] . These fibers are typically filled with gas during the growing season, but during the onset of winter, ice is believed to form on the inner fiber walls thereby compressing the gas trapped within. During the spring thaw, the ice layer melts thereby freeing the compressed gas which is then free to re-pressurise the xylem sap. A mathematical model for sap exudation has recently been developed in the paper [3] , which contains more details about the physical processes involved. The model predicts build-up of stem pressures sufficient to dissolve gas bubbles in the xylem sap, which may also be related to the phenomenon of winter embolism recovery that occurs in a much wider range of tree species [15, 22] .
In this paper, we consider a mathematical model for a simpler situation in which a closed container is divided into three compartments containing gas, water and ice, in that order. While this scenario is not identical to that seen in maple xylem cells, it is nonetheless close enough that it permits us to study in detail the dynamics of the free boundaries. To our knowledge there has been no other similar study of three-phase flow involving gas dissolution and ice melting. There are several other problems arising in porous media flow that have some of the same features as our model. For example, the modeling of marine gas hydrates [21, 24] involves the interplay between gaseous and solid hydrates, water, and possibly other components flowing within porous sediments. Although these models involve a Stefan condition for a melting front, the gas dynamics are driven by hydrate dissociation instead of gas dissolution. Another related problem arises in the freezing and thawing of soils contaminated by non-aqueous phase liquids (or Three-phase free boundary problem with melting and dissolution 3 Figure 1 . Diagram depicting the cylindrical geometry and moving phase interfaces.
NAPLs) [13, 19] . Here, there is a dissolved gas component but the problem is complicated further by the presence of additional phases as well as effects such as mixed wettability.
The purpose of the present work is to analyze a simple three-phase model that incorporates the dynamics of melting and dissolution. The model is introduced in Section 2 and reduced to non-dimensional form. A numerical algorithm is described in Section 3, and simulations in Section 4 yield insight into the behaviour of the solution. Motivated by these results, we then derive an asymptotic solution in Section 5 that captures the essential dynamics, and comparisons are drawn with the full numerical solution. Our main aim in this work is three-fold:
• To understand the basic phase interface dynamics and identify the relevant dimensionless quantities and time scales; • To develop approximate analytical solutions that can be used either to design more efficient numerical schemes or to up-scale material coefficients for microscale models such as [3] ; • To draw connections with existing results on bubble dissolution dynamics.
Mathematical Model
Consider a cylindrical container of constant radius r and length L (both measured in m) that is separated into three compartments containing gas, water and ice as pictured in Figure 1 . Assume that the cylinder is long and thin so that L ≫ r and we can restrict ourselves to a one-dimensional setting where the axial coordinate x varies from 0 to L. There are two moving interfaces at locations x = s gw (t) and s wi (t) that separate gas from water and water from ice respectively.
For the sake of simplicity, we consider melting that is driven by a heat source applied on the left-hand boundary; and although we will not consider the freezing process, our model can be easily extended to handle the freezing case. We are thus interested in the following physical phenomena: (1) heat transfer occuring within and between the three phases; (2) phase change at the water-ice interface as ice melts to form liquid water; and (3) dissolution of pressurised of gas at the gas-water interface, with subsequent diffusion of dissolved gas in the water compartment. The moving boundaries are driven by two different mechanisms. The water-ice interface is driven by phase change and the speed of the interface is proportional to the difference between heat flux from the adjacent compartments (which is the classical Stefan condition [5] ). On the other hand, the gaswater interface moves in response to changes in volume not only from the dissolution of gas in water, but also from the volume change owing to the density difference between water and ice.
We next list a number of simplifying assumptions:
(A1) The lateral surface of the cylindrical domain is thermally insulated so that heat flows only in the axial (x) direction.
(A2) The system is closed so that the total mass of gas (free plus dissolved) is constant. The total mass of liquid and frozen water also remains constant, although the mass of the individual phases may change in time.
(A3) The water and ice densities are constant and are not affected by changes in temperature.
(A4) Diffusion in the gas compartment is fast enough in relation to other processes that the gas density can be taken as a function of time only. Indeed, considering the self-diffusion coefficient for air (D = 2 × 10 −5 m 2 /s) and a typical length scale (d = 100 µm), the time scale for air diffusion is roughly t ≈ d 2 /4D = 1.25 × 10 −4 s (see [4, sect. 3 .32]).
(A5) The amount of gas that dissolves in the water compartment is small enough relative to the initial gas volume that gas dissolution does not significantly affect the motion of the gas-water interface. When combined with the previous assumption, this implies that the motion of the gas-water interface is due only to the melting of ice and the subsequent density increase as ice changes phase from solid to liquid.
(A6) Neither gas nor water dissolve in or otherwise penetrate the ice layer.
(A7) Some water is always present in the fiber. Instead of having initial conditions where all water is in the frozen state initially, a very thin layer of liquid is assumed to separate the gas from the ice.
We note that many features of this problem are similar to the sap exudation model derived in [3] for a closed system that consists of two distinct classes of xylem cells: libriform fibers, in which thawing of ice allows compressed gas to force the melted sap through the porous fiber wall; and the neighbouring vessels that contain gas and liquid sap, where the sap in turn contains both dissolved gas and sucrose. That sap exudation model differs from the model we develop here in several respects:
• we treat only a single compartment containing three phases; • in [3] , the ice in the fiber is sandwiched between the gas and liquid compartments;
• we do not consider osmotic effects or sap flow through the permeable fiber/vessel boundary; and Three-phase free boundary problem with melting and dissolution
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• the simple cylindrical geometry permits us to neglect surface tension effects due to curvature of the gas-water interface.
In the next three sections, we derive the governing equations and boundary conditions in each of the gas, liquid and ice compartments. Following that, we summarise in a separate section the remaining interfacial matching conditions that connect solutions on either side of the moving boundaries.
Gas compartment
Denote the temperature in the gas compartment by T g (x, t) [
• K] which obeys the diffusion equation 
for 0 < x < s gw (0). The heat source that drives the melting of the ice compartment is located at the left-hand boundary x = 0 where we impose a constant temperature
that is strictly greater than the melting temperature of ice, T c = 273.15
• K. Returning to the gas density, we will now use Assumptions A2 and A4 to derive a closed-form expression for ρ g (t) using a mass balance argument that considers the total mass of gas (which must be constant) and its division between the gas and water compartments. First, the mass [kg] of dissolved gas in the water compartment is
where M g is the molar mass of air [kg/mol], A = πr 2 is the cross-sectional area of the cylindrical domain [m 2 ] and C(x, t) is the concentration of dissolved gas [mol/m 3 ] (whose governing equation will be given in the next section). The air density may then be written as
which along with (2.2) determines ρ g (t) once the dissolved gas concentration and gaswater/water-ice interface positions are known.
Water compartment
We next turn to the water compartment where the temperature T w (x, t) also satisfies the heat equation
for s gw (t) < x < s wi (t) and t > 0, where c w , ρ w and k w are the water specific heat, density and thermal conductivity respectively. The extra heat convection term on the left hand side arises from the slow flow of water due to the melting of ice and the density difference between water and ice [5, 20, 23] ; the convection velocity v [m/s] will be specified later in Section 2.4. We also need to specify an initial temperature distribution
The dissolved gas concentration C(x, t) obeys the diffusion equation
where D w is the diffusion coefficient of air in water [m 2 /s]. At the gas-water interface, we impose Henry's law
which states that the concentration of gas dissolved at the interface is proportional to the density of the gas in contact with the liquid. Here, H denotes the dimensionless Henry's constant. Finally, we impose the initial condition
and the following no-flux boundary condition at the water-ice interface
which is a simple statement of the fact that dissolved gas does not penetrate the ice (in accordance with Assumption A6).
The following two remarks relate to the distribution of air between the gaseous and dissolved phases.
Remark 1 (Conservation of air) We first show that (2.3) implies conservation of mass for total air in the gaseous and dissolved phases. The total mass of air at any time t can be written as the sum of the air in the water and gas compartments:
Then, replacing ρ g (t) with (2.3) leads to
Three-phase free boundary problem with melting and dissolution
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This last expression is simply the sum of the total initial mass of dissolved and gaseous air, and hence the total mass m of air is conserved.
Remark 2 (Connection with Keller's analysis of gas bubble dynamics) Our aim here is to derive an expression for the rate of change of the gas density, which can then be related directly to an equation derived by Keller for the dynamics of dissolving gas bubbles in water [14] . To this end, we take the time derivative of the gas density from equation (2.3)
where the "dot" denotes the time derivative. An expression forṁ w (t) can be obtained by differentiating (2.2)
The integral term containing ∂ t C may be integrated directly by first replacing ∂ t C using the concentration equation (2.5 a)
and then applying the boundary condition (2.5 d)
We may now substitute this last expression forṁ w (t) into equation (2.6) to obtain
This equation coincides with Keller's equation (2.6) [14] , except for slight differences arising from to the fact that we are working in a cylindrical geometry and we also include the water-ice interface motion in the evolution of the gas density.
Ice compartment
In the ice compartment, the equation governing the ice temperature
for s wi (t) < x < L and t > 0, where c i , ρ i and k i are the specific heat, density and thermal conductivity of ice. The initial temperature distribution is given
and on the right boundary we impose a convective condition of the form
where θ is a convective heat transfer coefficient [W/m 2 • K] and T 2 is a given ambient temperature.
Interfacial and matching conditions
We now state the matching conditions at the two phase interfaces. First, we require that the temperature and heat flux are both continuous at the gas-water interface
Based on geometric and conservation arguments, we can derive an equation for the evolution of the gas-water interfacė
which relates the velocities of the two interfaces via the difference in volume owing to contraction and expansion of ice (details of the derivation are provided in Appendix A). This condition is also given in Crank's book [5, Eq. 1.32] which expresses the velocity of the liquid phase when a density change is taken into account; therefore, we impose
for the convection speed in equation (2.4 a).
At the water-ice interface, the temperature must be continuous
with the added requirement that the temperature on both sides of the interface must equal the melting point. The evolution of the water-ice interface is governed by
where λ is the latent heat of melting per unit mass [J/kg]. This Stefan condition is a statement of conservation of energy, where the amount of heat generated by the change of phase (λρ iṡwi ) is balanced by the difference in heat flux from either side of the phase interface. Finally, to close the system we require initial conditions for the phase interface locations:
Parameter values
The values of all parameters defined above are given in Table 1 in SI units and are taken from the data for the sap exudation model in [3] . The geometrical parameters L = 10 −3 m, r = 3.5 × 10 −6 m and A = πr 2 = 3.85 × 10 −11 m 2 are all based on the size of a typical libriform fiber in the xylem of a maple tree. 
Non-dimensional equations
We now non-dimensionalise the governing equations by introducing the following dimensionless quantities denoted by a superscript asterisk ( * ):
We choose as a length scale L = 10 −3 m, which corresponds to the typical length of a libriform fiber [3] . Density is rescaled by the valueρ g = 1.29 kg/m 3 for air at 1 atm and 0
• C, and the concentration byC =ρ g /M g . The time scalet is chosen equal to the characteristic scale typical in Stefan problems for motion of the water-ice interfacē 18) because the melting process is the driving mechanism for this problem. Substituting the expressions from (2.17) into the model equations and dropping asterisks to simplify notation, we obtain the following dimensionless system where all new parameters are listed in Table 2 . 
In the gas compartment, 0 < x < s gw (t):
where the dimensionless diffusion coefficient
is the thermal diffusivity of air.
In the water compartment, s gw (t) < x < s wi (t), we have equations for both temperaThree-phase free boundary problem with melting and dissolution 11 ture and concentration
Here,
is the Stefan number and the Lewis number Le = α w /D w is a dimensionless ratio of thermal diffusivity of water to the diffusivity of dissolved gas.
In the ice compartment, s wi (t) < x < 1,
where
The Biot number Bi = Lθ/k i is a measure of the relative resistance to heat transfer of the outer surface of the ice to that in the interior.
The non-dimensional forms of the interfacial conditions at the gas-water interface are
while at the water-ice interface
Equation (2.3) for the gas density reduces to
26)
The gas-water interface equation (2.11) becomeṡ
where δ = ρ i /ρ w , which can be integrated directly to obtain
and
Finally, the dimensionless form of the Stefan condition (2.14) iṡ
where ψ = k i /k w . Note that the choice of time scalet made in (2.18) was made so that the coefficient in front ofṡ wi scales to one. Comparingt the typical sizes of the corresponding scales for heat diffusion (t g , t w and t i in Table 2 ), it is clear that the front motion occurs over a much slower time scale.
In summary, our model consists of a coupled nonlinear system of equations that is composed of:
• four PDE initial-boundary value problems (2.19)-(2.22) for the temperatures and dissolved gas concentration; • one ODE initial value problem (2.28) for the water-ice interface position;
• two algebraic equations (2.26) and (2.27) for the gas density and gas-water interface position.
Because of the nonlinearity present in the equations, it is not possible to derive an explicit analytical solution and so we must resort to numerical simulations or approximate analytic methods. In the next section, we describe our numerical discretisation procedure and present approximate results that in turn suggest an appropriate choice of analytic solution.
Numerical solution algorithm
We begin by briefly describing our approach for solving the PDEs governing temperature and concentration. We use the method of lines, discretising the PDEs in space on a cellcentered grid and then solving the resulting system of time-dependent ODEs. In order to capture moving boundaries sharply, we employ a moving mesh approach in which N equally-spaced grid points are distributed over each of the gas, water and ice domains, so that
for j = 1, 2, . . . , N , and where h ℓ (t) for ℓ = g, w, i denotes the grid spacing on the corresponding compartment. When using such a moving computational grid, we must introduce an additional convection term in each parabolic PDE owing to the grid moThree-phase free boundary problem with melting and dissolution 13 tion [10, 12] ∂f ∂t
where f = T g , T w , T i , C and κ = β g , β w , β i , δ/(St Le) respectively. The convective term has a velocity u that corresponds to the mesh velocityẋ ℓ on the gas and ice compartments, but equalsẋ w −ṡ gw on the water compartment owing to the presence of the convective term in (2.20 a) .
The spatial derivatives appearing in equation (3.1) are replaced using centered, secondorder difference approximations to obtain
where f
are the discrete approximations of the dependent variables for ℓ = g, w, i and j = 1, 2, . . . , N . Centered finite differences are also used to discretise the boundary conditions and hence maintain second order accuracy throughout. This requires values of the approximate solution that lie within a grid cell lying immediately outside of each compartment; to this end we introduce fictitious points x 
The remaining fictitious point values are obtained in a similar manner using the other boundary and matching conditions. Finally, integrals of concentration that appear in the boundary condition (2.21 c) (via the density (2.26)) are approximated using the trapezoidal rule, so that the resulting spatial discretisation is fully second order in space. The semi-discrete temperature and concentration equations comprise a system of 4N time-dependent ODEs. One additional ODE derives from the water-ice interface equation (2.28) in which the spatial derivatives are also approximated using centered differences. The resulting system of 4N + 1 ODEs is implemented in the Matlab R programming environment and integrated in time using the stiff solver ode15s. In all cases, the error tolerances for ode15s are set to AbsTol=1e-10 and RelTol=1e-8.
The method described in the previous section is now employed to simulate the model equations and to evaluate its sensitivity to various physical parameters. In all simulations, we make the following choices for initial conditions:
• s gw (0) = 0.1 and s wi (0) = 0.11, so that the water is initially completely frozen except for a thin liquid layer (refer to Assumption A7); • C(x, 0) ≡ 0, corresponding to no dissolved gas; • T g (x, 0) ≡ T w (x, 0) ≡ 1 and T i (x, 0) ≡ T 2 , so that the gas and water compartments are both equilibrated with the left boundary temperature, while the ice compartment is equilibrated with the ambient (sub-freezing) temperature at the right boundary.
We begin by focusing on the water-ice front motion that drives the phase change dynamics and in turn influences the gas dissolution. We consider as a "base case" the situation where the left and right boundary temperatures are T 1 = T c + 0.005 and T 2 = T c − 0.005, for which results are provided in Figure 2 . Two other cases with larger values of T 1 and T 2 are presented in Figures 3 and 4 for comparison purposes. Note that all plots are show in dimensionless variables.
The the base case, the plot in Figure 2a of the dissolved gas concentration (measured at the right-hand boundary) exhibits a clear division of the solution behaviour into three separate time periods:
(1) A very short initial transient during which the concentration undergoes a rapid increase from zero at t = 0 to some maximum value at t ∼ O(10 −7 ). This transition layer arises because we have chosen initial conditions corresponding to zero dissolved gas and hence Henry's law forces the initially very thin water layer to rapidly "fill up" with gas. The corresponding diffusion of dissolved gas within the water compartment is easily seen in Figure 2c. (2) The gas concentration remains roughly unchanged over the interval t ∈ [10 −7 , 10 −2 ], since the water does not yet melt appreciably.
(3) The time t ≈ 10 −2 signals the onset of ice melting, after which the water compartment begins to grow in size. Even though this allows more gas to dissolve in the water layer, the increased volume leads to a decrease in the dissolved gas concentration as the pressure in the gas compartment decreases. This effect is evident from Figure 2b , where we observe that the concentration profiles through the water layer are roughly constant in x, although there is a very slight increase in C from left to right.
The presence of these three, clearly separated time scales is a characteristic feature of the evolution of dissolved gas. Because the concentration profiles are almost constant in x over longer times, the gas concentration dynamics are driven primarily by the relative motion of the free boundaries.
A somewhat counter-intuitive result derives from the observation that after initial transients are complete, C attains its maximum value at the water-ice interface rather than at the gas-water interface where dissolution is actually taking place. This slight positive slope in the plot of C versus x becomes more pronounced as the boundary temperature difference T 1 − T 2 is increased, and can be seen most clearly in Figure 4b where the temperature difference is largest. We also remark that the speed of the free boundaries increases with T 1 − T 2 which allows less time for the gas to adjust in the water compartment. We close our discussion of the base case with a look at the final two plots in Figure 2 . The water-ice interface in Figure 2d shows the expected sub-linear behaviour that is consistent with the t 1/2 dependence predicted by the analytical solution to the Stefan problem. This behaviour is confirmed by our asymptotic results in Section 5.2. According to Figure 2e , the temperature field is a continuous function that changes relatively slowly over time. Furthermore, the temperature is approximately linear within each compartment, with a pronounced "kink" at the each interface locations. Both of these results will be explained by the analytical solution derived in Section 5.
The effect of increasing the temperature difference T 1 − T 2 can be seen by comparing the results in Figures 3 and 4 with Figure 2 . There is a significant slowing of the initial transient gas dissolution dynamics as T 1 − T 2 is increased, although the long-time concentration dynamics are largely unchanged. However, as mentioned above, there is a slight increase in the slope of the concentration profiles in Figure 4b .
Comparing Figures 2-4 , we remark that for the base case with temperature increments of 0.005, the ice layer melts away after about one hour. In contrast, the melting time shortens to 17 seconds when the temperature increment is taken as large as 1.0. The only place thatT 1 enters the model is through the Stefan number St, which explains why changes inT 1 have the effect of altering the time scale for the free boundary motion.
We conclude this section by investigating the effect of taking a relatively large initial value for the dissolved gas concentration, C(x, 0) ≡ 0.055, rather than taking C(x, 0) ≡ 0 as we have so far. We will see later on that this initial concentration is large in the sense that it is twice the steady-state value of concentration for the base case. Hence, this situation may be viewed as corresponding to a "super-saturated" case in which one would expect dissolved gas to immediately cavitate and form bubbles. The results in Figure 5a are consistent with this hypothesis, and show that the behaviour of the concentration profiles is reversed relative to the base case in Figure 2c , in that concentration decreases from the initial value to its quasi-steady state.
Approximate analytical solutions
Motivated by the numerical results in the previous section, we now derive an approximate analytical solution that is based on the following observations:
• The temperature is approximately linear within each compartment, and equilibrates rapidly to any change in conditions over the time scale of the interface motion. This suggests using a quasi-steady approximation for each temperature variable.
• The dissolved gas concentration evolves over two distinct time scales: a rapid initial equilibration phase driven by diffusion (on the order of 10 −8 -10 −5 seconds) during which gas dissolves at the gas-water interface to fill the liquid compartment; and a much longer time scale corresponding to the onset of ice melting (on the order of t = 0.01-0.1 s) when the water-ice interface begins to move and the volume of the water compartment increases appreciably.
As a result, we approximate the solution in three stages. First, we make a quasi-steady approximation for temperature that permits us to write T ℓ (x, t) as linear functions of x for ℓ = g, w, i, that vary in time only through changes in the interface locations. Second, we derive a simpler ODE for the water-ice interface s wi (t) that makes use of a series expansion in the small parameter Bi, which then also yields an approximation for s gw (t) via equation (2.27 ). Finally, we develop a two-layer asymptotic solution for the dissolved gas concentration C(x, t) based on the separation of time scales mentioned above.
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Quasi-steady approximation for temperatures
The time scales for diffusion of heat in the gas, water and ice compartments can be estimated using
where the thermal diffusivities α ℓ and length scale L are taken from Tables 1 and 2 . The corresponding time scales are t g ≈ 5.4 × 10 −4 s, t w ≈ 7.2 × 10 −2 s, and t i ≈ 8.5 × 10 −3 s. In contrast, the time scales for motion of the gas-water and water-ice interfaces were observed in the numerical simulations from the previous section to be at least one order of magnitude larger than this; consequently, the phase temperatures will adjust rapidly in response to any motion of the interfaces. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the temperatures T ℓ are quasi-steady in the sense that they do not depend explicitly on time but instead have an implicit dependence on t through the free boundary locations s gw (t) and s wi (t).
The convective term in the water equation (2.20 a) is so small (on the order of 10 −2 ) that it is reasonable to neglect. Therefore the temperature equation in all three compartments has the simple form ∂ xx T ℓ = 0 and consequently the temperature is wellapproximated by linear functions of x
The coefficients a ℓ (t) and b ℓ (t) can be determined by imposing boundary and matching conditions (2.19 c), (2.22 c) and (2.23)-(2.25), after which we obtain
on the corresponding sub-intervals.
Asymptotic expansion for water-ice interface
We next derive an analytical solution for the water-ice interface s wi (t) by substituting the approximations just derived for T i and T w into the Stefan condition (2.28) along with the expression (2.27) for s gw to obtain the following ODE
The constants appearing in this equation are
while A 1 and A 2 are the same constants defined earlier in equation (2.27 ). This ODE can be integrated in time over the interval [0, t] to obtain the following integral equation for s wi :
Because the Biot number satisfies Bi ≪ 1 (see Table 2 ) it is reasonable to look for a series solution of the form
Substituting this expression into (5.4) and collecting terms in like powers of Bi, we find that to leading order
while the next order correction is
Using the water-ice interface approximation in equations (5.5) the gas-water interface may be determined from (2.27). We conclude this section by drawing a connection between the leading order solution s 0 (t) in the limit as Bi → 0 and the classical solution of the Stefan problem where the melting front moves with a speed proportional to t 1/2 . Although equation (5.5 b) does not have exactly this form, the behaviour is consistent in the limits of large and small time. In particular, if we expand (5.5 b) in a Taylor series about t = 0 we find that
Furthermore, the large-time limit of (5.5 b) yields
When these two series expansions are plotted against the exact expression for s 0 (t) in Figure 6 , we see that both match well for small and large times, and in particular the large-time expansion (5.7) shows the expected t 1/2 behaviour.
Two-scale asymptotic solution for gas concentration
The numerical simulations from Section 4 (more specifically, the plots in Figures 2a, 3a , 4a) exhibited a clear separation of time scales during the evolution of the dissolved gas large time small time Figure 6 . Series expansions of s 0 (t) for large and small times, showing the expected √ t behaviour as t → ∞ (note that the t-axis is on a log scale).
concentration. Starting from the given initial value, the concentration increases rapidly as gas dissolves at the gas-water interface and diffuses throughout the water compartment. We repeat our earlier observation that the gas concentration is nearly constant in space, but has a slight positive slope that leaves the maximum value at the water-ice interface (see Figure 4b) ; this maximum is achieved over the short diffusion time scale before the free boundaries begin to move. From then on, the dissolved gas concentration remains essentially linear and decreases over a much longer time scale that is driven by the motion of the free boundaries. It is this dual time scale behaviour that we aim to explain in this section.
To this end, it is helpful to derive rough estimates of the time and length scales involved. The time required for the dissolved gas to diffuse a distance d = L 2 (s wi (0) − s gw (0)) corresponding to half the width of the water compartment is
This value should be compared with the time t wi required for the ice to melt completely, which can be estimated by setting s wi (t wi ) = 1 in equation (5.5) and focusing on the leading order term to obtain
which is six orders of magnitude larger than the diffusion scale t d in (5.8) above. Moreover, over this same time scale, the water-ice interface is only capable of travelling a distance of
Hence, the phase interfaces can certainly be treated as stationary over the diffusive time scale t d .
Based on these observations, we now develop a two-layer asymptotic expansion for the dissolved gas concentration. We begin by rescaling the dimensionless spatial variable according to
where ∆s = s wi (0) − s gw (0) > 0. By substituting into equation (2.21 a) and defining a new concentration variable G(y, t) = C(x, t), we obtain 10) where the new diffusion parameter is
It is convenient at this point to rescale the interface positions according to
Two series expansions will next be developed for the concentration variable G(y, t): one on an "outer region" corresponding to times t = O(1), and the second on an "inner region" corresponding to t = O(ǫ) ≪ 1.
Outer expansion (large time)
For large times, we suppose that the dissolved gas concentration is a series in the small parameter ǫ:
Substituting this expression into (5.10) and collecting terms with like powers of ǫ gives rise to the leading order equation
which has solution G(y, t) = a(t)y + b(t), similar to the quasi-steady approximation for temperature we obtained in Section 5.1. The leading order boundary conditions corresponding to (2.21 c) and (2.21 d) are
where we have introduced the notation 12) which is a positive constant because ∆s > 0 by Assumption A7. The zero Neumann boundary condition requires that a(t) ≡ 0, after which we obtain the leading order solution
At the next higher order in ǫ, we obtain the following boundary value problem for G 1 (y, t)
where we have defined
Using a similar argument to the leading order solution, we obtain
Note that ∂ t G 0 < 0 so that G 1 is an increasing and concave downward function of y that attains its maximum value at the right-hand endpoint y = σ wi ; therefore, the asymptotic solution exhibits the same behaviour observed earlier in the numerical results for concentration in Figure 4b .
Inner expansion (small time)
For much shorter times with t = O(ǫ), we rescale the time variable according to 16) and also denote the inner solution for concentration by γ(y, τ ) = C(x, t), where y is the same rescaled spatial variable in (5.9) . Under this scaling the concentration diffusion equation ( We begin by determining the steady state solution for this problem, which is simply the constant value
We then defineγ(y, τ ) = γ(y, τ ) − γ ∞ , which satisfies the same equation (5.17) along with the following modified initial and boundary conditionŝ
This modified problem can be solved by the method of separation of variables to obtain 18) where µ n are solutions to the nonlinear equation
In the method of separation of variables, it is customary to determine the series coefficients a n by multiplying the initial condition
by another eigenfunction from the set F = {cos(µ n (y − 1)) | n = 1, 2, . . . }, then integrating and applying an orthogonality relation to simplify the result. We note that F is an orthonormal set of eigenfunctions for the diffusion problem with mixed (Dirichlet/Neumann) and homogeneous boundary conditions, where the eigenvalues are µ n = (2n − 1) π 2 . In contrast, the eigenfunctions in the problem at hand are not orthogonal because of the integral boundary condition at y = 0 that leads to the more complicated eigenvalue equation (5.19) for which the µ n only approach (2n − 1) π 2 as n → ∞. As a result, the eigenfunctions satisfy For larger values of n and ℓ, these integrals are even closer to the ideal values of 1 2 and 0 and therefore the eigenfunctions are very nearly orthogonal. As a result, we are able in practice to evaluate the series coefficients numerically by assuming that they are orthogonal and taking the inner solution to be
where 21) and µ n are the roots of (5.19). We remark here that a similar problem with an integral boundary condition has been studied by Beilin [1] , who also looked for a series solution and obtained eigenfunctions that are not orthogonal. However, he carried the analytical solution further by deriving a second set of dual eigenfunctions for an associated adjoint problem that are orthogonal to the original eigenfunctions. He then used both sets of eigenfunctions to calculate the series coefficients analytically. We have not applied Beilin's approach here because our problem has a more complicated integral boundary condition that leads to a timedependent boundary condition in the adjoint problem for which we cannot obtain the eigenfunctions in the same way.
Finally, we note that contrary to the usual approach for developing matched asymptotics expansions, the inner and outer solutions in our situation involve no unspecified constant(s) that require matching. In particular, the inner solution for the gas concentration tends to the constant function γ ∞ as t → ∞. This is also the steady state solution of the diffusion equation in the domain 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 which coincides with the zeroth order term in the outer expansion as t → 0.
Comparison with numerical simulations
The asymptotic solution developed in the preceding sections is now calculated using the same parameter values that were used in the full numerical simulations shown in Figures 2-4 , and the corresponding results are reported in Figures 7-9 respectively. In all cases, the inner series solution from (5.20) was truncated at 10 terms, while the outer solution is depicted for both the one-and two-term series approximations.
Focusing first on the base case results in Figure 7b , for very short times the inner concentration solution is indistinguishable to the naked eye from the computed results. in Figure 9b ; this reduction in accuracy derives from the fact that the G 0 approximation is constant in space, whereas the actual concentration becomes more concave in y as T 2 − T 1 increases. There is a more noticeable error in the leading order term for the interface position, which most evident in Figure 8a . It is interesting to investigate the limitations of our asymptotic solution for more extreme values of the parameters and thereby determine under what circumstances the series begins to break down. For example, if the domain length is increased by several orders of magnitude to L = 1 cm, then there is finally a noticeable error in the two-term solution for concentration as shown in Figure 10b ; furthermore, the two-term asymptotic solution fails to adequately capture the interface position. Because it is only for such extreme values of parameters that the series approximation breaks down, we conclude that our approximate solutions remain accurate for the range of parameters corresponding to the melting of frozen sap in maple xylem cells.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have developed a mathematical model for a three-phase free boundary problem that is motivated by the study of melting of frozen sap within maple trees. The model incorporates both melting of ice and dissolution of gas within the meltwater. We derive an approximate solution that captures the dynamics of the ice-water interface as a series expansion in the Biot number. The dissolved gas concentration exhibits variations over two widely disparate time scales, leading to a two-scale asymptotic solution. Comparisons with numerical simulations show that the approximate solutions are accurate for the range of parameter values of interest in maple trees.
There are several possible avenues for future work. First, the gas-water interfaces within actual xylem cells experience a large curvature, so that the interfacial surface tension will have a significant effect on pressure differences. We would like to include this effect, as well as the Gibbs-Thompson phenomenon for the variation of melting temperature across a curved interface which has been well-studied in the mathematical literature [16] . Secondly, maple trees undergo repeated daily cycles of freezing and thawing, and so the freezing mechanism also needs to be analysed with a daily periodic variation in the temperature. Finally, we would like to study further some of the technical issues surrounding the extension of Beilin's approach [1] to the more complicated adjoint problem that derives from our integral boundary condition.
